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The following figures complement the description of our work presented in the article.  Fig. S.1
expands subsection 2.2 Forward problem showing the rays calculated by the code to compute the
travel-time and ray-path misfits shown in Fig. 3.  Fig. S.2 extends subsection  2.4 Parallelisation
with a scheme of the parallelised forward problem solver.


Figure  S.1.  Polygonal  paths  and  ray  trajectories  for  refractions  and  reflections  calculated  with
TOMO3D for the travel-time and ray-path accuracy test in Fig. 2. Polygonal paths are obtained with
the graph method and then used to build initial guess paths for the bending method, which produces
the refined ray trajectories. Polygonal paths for refractions are plotted in (a), (c), and (e), and the
corresponding refracted paths after bending in (b), (d), and (f). Analogously, polygonal paths for
reflections are in (g), (i), and (k), and the corresponding reflected paths after bending in (h), (j), and
(l). The velocity model follows a 1-D linear gradient with depth which, together with the horizontal
reflector, explain the symmetry exhibited by the ray paths.
Figure S.2. Forward problem parallelisation scheme. The number of sources (n) is compared to the
number of available processors (k). If  k≥n all sources are processed simultaneously. When that is
not the case, the k processors start by taking care of the first k sources. When processor i has solved
the graph problem for its current source  i, it moves on to bend the rays of the corresponding  mi
receivers equidistributing them among its ji cores. Immediately after this task is completed, a new
unsolved source k+1 is assigned to processor i and so on so forth. This is repeated until the forward
problem is  solved for the  n sources.  Finally,  the partial  kernels for the  n sources are added to
calculate the total kernel.
